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Attachment A

Docket No. 71-9330, Model No. ATR FFSC Package

Changes Included in Revision 8 of the SAR

The following list summarizes the changes made to the ATR FFSC SAR in Revision 8.

1. In response to the RAI, the SAR drawing was revised to correct an editorial error and to
include refined air gap dimension tolerances and the text of Chapter 3 was modified to
address the RAI questions as described in Attachment B.

2. The Table of Contents was revised to correct editorial errors and to incorporate the SAR
revision changes.

Remove Rev. 7 pages: Add Rev. 8 pages:

Cover page Cover page
Table of Contents, pages i through v Table of Contents, pages i through v

Chapter 1, SAR drawing 60501-10, Rev 2 Chapter 1, SAR drawing 60501-10, Rev 3

Chapter 3, pages 3-4, 3-8, 3-9, 3-22, 3-30 Chapter 3, pages 3-4, 3-8, 3-9, 3-22, 3-30

N/A Chapter 3, pages 3.5.3-1 through 3.5.3-11

Chapter 3, pages 3-50, 3-64 through 3-81 Chapter 3, pages 3-50, 3-64 through 3-82



Attachment B

Docket No. 71-9330, Model No. ATR FFSC Package

RAI Response

RAI:

Provide further details and explanation about the effects of temperature and pressure, due to
combustion/decomposition of polyethylene and neoprene, on the fuel handling enclosure (FHE)
and the contents during hypothetical accident conditions. The conclusions and any necessary
supporting analyses resulting from this RAI should be documented in the thermal section of the
SAR.

a) The response to the thermal observation attempted to analytically limit the potential effects of
combusting polyethylene on package component and content temperatures by stating there is
limited oxygen supply. The analysis consisted of energy balance calculations, determination of
initial oxygen levels, etc. However, no calculation was provided to validate the statements
made concerning the extent of inside/outside gas flow. The response should confirm that
combustion of the polyethylene does not exceed the accident allowable temperature (Table 3.1-
1, page 3-5 of the SAR) so as to ensure the validity of the criticality analysis.

b) The potential heat release when neoprene is exposed to high temperatures should be
discussed. In addition, it should be clarified whether the neoprene sheet that may line the
interior cavity of the fuel enclosure assembly includes a combustible adhesive that will result in
a heat release.

c) Combustion of polyethylene may result in an increase in pressure within the FHE depending
on the open vent area of the compartment. A sketch showing the opening's geometry and
dimensions should be provided as part of the RAI response. In addition, if the pressure
becomes significant and affects FHE integrity and fuel plate configuration, an analysis should
provide maximum compartment pressure that occurs over time. If necessary, changes to the
SAR, such as Table 3.1-2, should be made. A pressure analysis should consider the updated
discussion reflected in parts (a) and (b) of this RAI.

This information is needed to determine compliance with 10 CFR 71.73 and 71.55.
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Attachment B

RAI Response:

a) The organic material in the ATR FFSC subject to thermal decomposition and/or combustion
is limited to polyethylene, neoprene, and the adhesive used to attach the neoprene. The
polyethylene bags are used for investment protection of the elements and, optionally, the loose
fuel plates prior to their placement in the FHEs and loose plate basket.

Properties of polyethylene related to its thermal decomposition/combustion are as follows:
a) chemical formulation1 : -[CH 2- CH2]n-,
b) heat of combustion (AHc)2: 46,500 kJ/kg,
c) oxygen index3'4: 17.4%,
d) melting temperature 4: 109-135°C
e) temperature for 1% decomposition 4: 275°C
f) autoignition temperature5 : 330 to 410°C

Oxygen index (01) is the minimum oxygen concentration required to support self-sustaining
combustion of the polymer. Since piloted conditions do not exist within the ATR FFSC payload
cavity, self-sustaining combustion of the polyethylene can't occur when the oxygen
concentration drops below 17.4%.

Section 3.5.3 of the SAR has been added to address the limited oxygen content within the
package at the point when the autoignition temperature is reached and provides bounding
estimates for the potential addition of outside oxygen via pressure differential and diffusion
forces. The results of the evaluation confirms that a bounding temperature rise of 6°F may
occur under ideal conditions if all of the resident oxygen in the package is instantaneously
consumed. However, since diffusion resistance will prevent instantaneous transport of the
oxygen to the combustion site(s), the actual potential temperature rise will be much less. The
SAR Section 3.5.3 evaluation also demonstrates that the potential heat energy arising from
oxygen that might be inducted into the package via pressure differential and diffusion forces is
an insignificant fraction of that associated with the resident air. Further, the oxygen inducted via
pressure differential and diffusion forces will not occur until after the end of the 30-min fire event
due to the outflow of gas occurring during package heat up.

b) Neoprene (polychloroprene) rub strips are attached via adhesive to the FHEs to provide
protection against fretting on the elements and loose plates. Properties of neoprene related to
its thermal decomposition/combustion are as follows:

a) chemical formulation1: -[CH 2-Cl-C=CH-CH 2]n-,
b) heat of combustion (AHc) 2: 10,300 kJ/kg,
c) oxygen index3 6: 32-35% at atmospheric pressure,

1 Polymer Data Handbook, James E. Mark Editor, Oxford University Press, Inc., 1999.
2 NUREG-1805, Fire Dynamics Tools (FDTs): Quantitative Fire Hazard Analysis Methods for the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Fire Protection Inspection Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 2004.
3 office.wendellhull.com/matdb/
4 SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, Section 1, Chapter 7, NFPA, 2003.
5 MSDS for Polyethylene, #1488, prepared by International Programme on Chemical Safety, 2004.
6 Safe Use of Oxygen and Oxygen Systems, ASTM, 2nd Edition.
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Attachment B

d) melting temperature: N/A - thermoset material
e) temperature for initial decomposition 4: 342°C
f) autoignition temperature 6: >3800C in a 21% oxygen concentration environment

As a thermoset plastic, uncontrolled heating of neoprene will result in reaching the
decomposition temperature before the melting point is obtained. The high oxygen index
demonstrates why neoprene can't support combustion without an external ignition source. The
typical adhesives 7 used to bond the rub strips to the FHEs consist of principally of solvents that
outgas during the curing process. The non-volatile components consist of polymers, including
polychloroprene, and cure and vulcanization agents. As a result, the cured adhesive layer
exhibits properties7 similar to neoprene.

The same limitation on package oxygen that prevents significant combustion of polyethylene will
also prevent combustion of the neoprene. Given the lower heat of combustion of neoprene
versus that for polyethylene and the greater air quantity needed for complete combustion, the
potential temperature rise from the combustion of polyethylene bounds that for neoprene by a
factor of over 4. Further, given the significantly higher oxygen index and the higher autoignition
temperature for neoprene versus polyethylene, there is a low probability any neoprene material
will be involved in combustion. Instead, it is expected that the only damage to be incurred by
the neoprene will be a de-bonding from the FHE surfaces and a small amount of thermal
decomposition. Since thermal decomposition is an endothermic process, the loss of the
material due to thermal decomposition will act to lower the temperatures predicted within the
FHE.

c) Pressure within the ATR FFSC cavity is driven by a combination of gas generation due to
thermal decomposition/combustion, ideal gas expansion of the contained gases, and venting
through the gaps within the FHEs and between the closure plug and the package. Since the
fuel assemblies do not contain enclosed void volumes and since the pressure will act equally in
all directions, there is no situation where pressure forces within the package can act to affect
fuel plate configuration. Likewise, a pressure rise within the FHEs will be self arresting as any
component deflection will act to increase the available vent size and eliminate the pressure
imbalance.

Section 3.5.3 of the SAR provides the requested sketch of the package vent geometry and
dimensions that set the minimum and maximum flow area associated with each portion of the
vent path. A bounding calculation of the potential pressure rise within the package assuming the
minimum vent area and conservatively assuming the complete thermal decomposition of the
organic material over a 60-minute period shows the maximum pressurization would be 0.5 psi.
Since the extended analysis in Section 3.5.3 demonstrates that the bulk of the organic material
will neither combust nor thermally decompose and since any increase in flow areas above the
minimums considered will significantly lower the associated flow losses, the estimated 0.5 psi
pressure rise is seen as conservative and the assumption of a 0 psig cavity pressure for the
HAC event used for the safety calculations is valid.

Product and MSDS sheets for 3 MTM Spray 80 Neoprene Contact Adhesive or 3 MTM Scotch-Weld
Neoprene Contact Adhesive 1357.
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utilized in the ATR FFSC packaging to dissipate the decay heat. Section 1.2.2, Contents,
provides additional details.

3.1.3 Summary Tables of Temperatures

Table 3.1-1 provides a summary of the package component temperatures under normal and
accident conditions. The temperatures for normal conditions are based on an analytical model of
the ATR FFSC package for extended operation with an ambient temperature of 1 00°F and a
diurnal cycle for the insolation loading. The temperatures for accident conditions are based on
an analytical model of the ATR FF SC package with the worst-case, hypothetical pre-fire damage
as predicted based on drop tests using full-scale certification test units (CTUs).

The results for NCT conditions demonstrate that significant thermal margin exists for all
package components. This is to be expected since the only significant thermal loads on the
package arise from insolation and ambient temperature changes. The payload dissipates
essentially zero decay heat. Further, the evaluations for NCT demonstrate that the package skin
temperature will be below the maximum temperature of 122°F permitted by 10 CFR §71.43(g) for
accessible surface temperature in a nonexclusive use shipment when transported in a I 00°F
environment with no insolation.

The results for HAC conditions also demonstrate that the design of the ATR FFSC package
provides sufficient thermal protection to yield component temperatures that are significantly
below the acceptable limits defined for each component. While the neoprene rubber and
polyethylene plastic material used to protect the ATR fuel element from damage are expected to
reach a sufficient temperature level during the HAC fire event to induce some level of thermal
degradation (i.e., melting, charring, the chemical breakdown of the materials into 2 or more
substances, etc.), the loss of these components is not critical to the safety of the package.
Further, the potential combustion of these materials will be restricted due to the lack of available
oxygen to the point that any potential temperature rise will be insignificant. See Sections 3.2.2,
Technical Specifications of Components, 3.4.3.1, Maximum HAC Temperatures, and 3.5.3,
Thermal Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, for more discussion.

3.1.4 Summary Tables of Maximum Pressures
Table 3.1-2 presents a summary of the maximum pressures achieved under NCT and HAC
conditions. Since the ATR FFSC package is a vented package, both the maximum normal
operating pressure (MNOP) and the maximum pressure developed within the payload
compartment under the HAC condition are 0 psig.

Although the volume between the outer and inner shells is sealed, it does not contain organic or
other materials that may outgas or thermally degrade. Therefore, the maximum pressure that
may develop within the space will be limited to that achieved due to ideal gas expansion. The
maximum pressure rise under NCT will be less than 4 psig, while the pressure rise under HAC
conditions will be 39 psig.
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combination of the material type and surface roughness. The same emissivity is assumed for the
neoprene rubber.

3.2.2 Technical Specifications of Components

The materials used in the ATR FFSC that are considered temperature sensitive are the aluminum
used for the FHE, the LFPB, and the ATR fuel, the neoprene rubber, and the polyethylene wrap used
as a protective sleeve around the ATR fuel element. Of these materials, only the aluminum used
for the ATR fuel is considered critical to the safety of the package. The other materials either
have temperature limits above the maximum expected temperatures or are not considered
essential to the function of the package.

Type 304 stainless steel has a melting point above 2,700'F 4, but in compliance with the ASME
B&PV Code'4 , its allowable temperature is limited to 800'F if used for structural purposes.
However, the ASME temperature limit generally applies only to conditions where the material's
structural properties are relied on for loads postulated to occur in the respective operating mode
or load combination (such as the NCT and HAC free drops). Since the package is vented to
atmosphere, no critical structural condition exists following the HAC free drop events and, as
such, the appropriate upper temperature limit is 800'F for normal conditions and 2,700'F for
accident conditions

Aluminum (5052-H32, 6061-0/606 1-T6) has a melting point of approximately 1,1000F 4 however
for strength purposes the normal operational temperature should be limited to 400'F 3 .

The ceramic fiber insulation has a manufacturer's recommended continuous use temperature
limit of 2,300'F 8. There is no lower temperature limit.

The polyethylene plastic wrap used as a protective sleeve around the ATR fuel element has a
melting temperature of approximately 225 to 250OF4 . For the purposes of this analysis, the lower
limit of 225°F is used. As a thermoplastic, the polyethylene wrap will melt and sag onto the fuel
element when exposed to temperatures in excess of 250'F. Further heating could lead to charring
(i.e., oxidation in the absence of open combustion) and then thermal decomposition into its volatile
components. Thermal decomposition will begin at approximately 750'F. Unpiloted, spontaneous
ignition could occur at temperatures of approximately 650'F 15 or higher. The plastic wrap is
approximately 7 inches wide (when pressed flat), 67.5 inches long, and weights approximately 3
oz. Per NUREG-180516 calculators, if ignited, a polyethylene bag weighting 3 oz. and with a
surface area of 6.56 ft2 would be consumed within 4.5 seconds. As demonstrated in Section 3.5.3,
Thermal Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, the available oxygen in the package
is sufficient for consumption of less than 1% of the polyethylene. Loss of the plastic wrap is of
no consequence to the thermal safety of the ATR FFSC since its effect on conductive and radiative
heat transfer is negligible.

14 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for
Construction of Nuclear Facility Components, Division 1, Subsection NB, Class I Components, & Subsection NG,
Core Support Structures, 2001 Edition, 2002 Addendum.
"5 Troitzsch, J., Plastics Flammability Handbook, 2nd Edition, Oxford University Press, New York, 1990.
16 NUREG- 1805, Fire Dynamics Tools, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC.
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The neoprene rub strips used to minimize fretting of the fuel element side plates have a
continuous temperature rating of 200 to 250OF and a short term (i.e., 0.5 hour or less) temperature
limit of approximately 525°F 17. For the purposes of this analysis, a limit of 225°F is used for NCT
conditions, while a peak temperature of 525°F is assumed for HIAC conditions before thermal
degradation begins. Since neoprene is a thermoset polymer, it will not melt, but decompose into
volatiles as it degrades. The same limitation on oxygen affecting the combustion of polyethylene
also affects neoprene. As discussed in Section 3.5.3, Thermal Decomposition/Combustion of
Package Organics, the thermal damage expected for the neoprene material is expected to be
limited to potential de-bonding from the FHE surfaces and a very limited thermal decomposition.
Loss of the neoprene rub strips is of no consequence to the thermal safety of the ATR FFSC.

The minimum allowable service temperature for all ATR FFSC components is below -40 'F.

17 Parker O-Ring Handbook, ORD 5700/USA, 2001, www.parker.com.
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This level of thermal protections is further illustrated by the perspective views presented in
Figure 3.4-3 and Figure 3.4-4 of the temperature distribution in the ATR FFSC package after 30
minutes of exposure to the HAC fire and at the point when the peak ATR fuel element
temperature is attained (approximately 22 minutes after the end of the fire). The figures show
that the ceramic fiber insulation limits the elevated temperatures resulting from the fire event to
regions adjacent to the outer shell. The assumed absence of the ceramic fiber insulation adjacent
to the ribs as a result of the pre-fire free drop event can be seen in each figure.

A similar thermal performance is seen for the package when loaded with the Loose Fuel Plate
Basket (LFPB). Figure 3.4-5 presents the thermal response curve, while Figure 3.4-6 and Figure
3.4-7 present perspective views of the temperature distribution in the ATR FFSC package after
30 minutes of exposure to the HAC fire and at the point when the peak LFPB temperature is
attained (approximately 22 minutes after the end of the fire). A lower maximum temperature is
achieved in the LFPB vs. that seen for the FHE because of the higher thermal mass associated
with the LFPB. Further, since the LFPB is modeled without its payload of loose fuel plates,
these results will bound those seen for a LFPB with a payload.

Table 3.4-1 presents the component temperatures seen prior to the fire, at the end of the 30-
minute fire event, and the peak temperature achieved during the entire simulated HAC thermal
event. As seen, all temperatures are within their allowable limit. It is expected that the neoprene
rub strips and the polyethylene bag used as a protective sleeve for the ATR fuel element will
thermally degrade due to the level of temperature achieved. In the case of the polyethylene bag,
the bag is expected to melt and sag onto the fuel element when exposed to temperatures in excess
of 250'F. Further heating will lead to charring and then thermal decomposition into its volatile
components. While spontaneous ignition is unexpected under the unpiloted conditions, the effect
would be minimal since, per NUREG-180516, if ignited, a polyethylene bag weighting 3 oz. and
with a surface area of 6.56 ft2 would be consumed within 4.5 seconds. As demonstrated in Section
3.5.3, Thermal Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, the available oxygen in the
package is sufficient for consumption of less than 1% of the polyethylene. As a thermoset
polymer, the neoprene is expected to simply decompose into volatiles as it thermally degrades.
These components are not critical to the safety of the package and any out-gassing associated
with their thermal degradation will not contribute to package pressurization since package is
vented.

3.4.3.2 Maximum HAC Pressures

The payload cavity of the ATR FFSC is vented to the atmosphere. As such, the maximum
pressure achieved under the HAC event will be 0 psig. Section 3.5.3, Thermal
Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, provides the justification for assuming a 0
psig package pressure for the HAC event.

Although the volume between the outer and inner shells is sealed, it does not contain organic or
other materials that may outgas or thermally degrade. Assuming a temperature of 70'F at the
time of assembly and a maximum temperature of 1,475'F (based on the outer shell temperature, see
Table 3.4-1), the maximum pressure rise within the sealed volume due to ideal gas expansion will
be less than 39 psig. This level of pressurization will occur for only a few minutes and then
quickly reduce as the package cools.
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3.5 Appendices
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3.5.3 Combustion/Decomposition of Package Organics
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3.5.3 Thermal DecompositionlCombustion of Package Organics
The organic material in the ATR FFSC subject to thermal decomposition and/or combustion is
limited to polyethylene, neoprene, and the adhesive used to attach the neoprene. The fuel
elements and, optionally, the loose fuel plates are enclosed in polyethylene bags prior to their
placement in the FHEs and loose plate basket. The bags serve no safety function beyond
providing investment protection of the payload material. Similarly, neoprene (polychloroprene)
rub strips are attached via adhesive to the FHEs to provide investment protection against fretting
on the elements and loose plates. As such, the loss of the organic material under either NCT or
HAC conditions has no safety implication beyond the potential for gas and heat generation. The
following sections provide a bounding assessment on the potential safety impact associated with
the loss of organic material within the ATR FFSC package.

3.5.3.1 Organic Material Within Package

The amount of organic material in the package varies with the payload configuration. While the
bounding amount of polyethylene is constant at < 100 g, the amount of neoprene varies with
payload configuration. The sections below identify the quantity and important thermal
properties associated with the organic materials present in the ATR FFSC package.

Polyethylene
Properties of polyethylene related to its thermal decomposition/combustion are as follows:

a) chemical formulation7 : -[CH 2- CH 2]n-,
b) heat of combustion (AHc) 16: 46,500 kJ/kg,
c) oxygen index38' 39: 17.4%,
d) melting temperature3 9: 109-1350 C
e) temperature for 1% decomposition3 9 : 275'C
f) autoignition temperature 4: 330 to 410°C

Oxygen index (01) is the minimum oxygen concentration required to support self-sustaining
combustion of the polymer. Since piloted conditions do not exist within the ATR FFSC payload
cavity, self-sustaining combustion of the polyethylene can't occur when the oxygen
concentration drops below 17.4%. Low oxygen concentrations will not only prevent self-
sustaining combustion, but will raise the autoignition temperature. Combustion of polyethylene
in air is governed by the following equation:

C2H4 + 3(0 2 + 3.76N 2) - 2CO2 + 2H 20 +11.28N 2

The above equation demonstrates that complete combustion of a mole of polyethylene requires 3
moles of oxygen and, since oxygen constitutes approximately 21% of air, 14.28 moles of air.
The total quantity of gas generated is 15.28 moles, or an increase of 7% over the original gas
quantity existing before combustion. Per SAR section 1.2.2, the amount of polyethylene in the

38 office.wendallhull.com/matdb/

'9 SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 3rd Edition, Section 1, Chapter 7, Table 1.7-4, NFPA, 2003.
40 MSDSfor Polyethylene, #1488, prepared by International Programme on Chemical Safety, 2004.
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package is limited to 100 g or less. Based on a molecular weight of approximately 28 g/g-mole
of polyethylene, the 3.57 g-moles of polyethylene represented by the 100 g would require 3.57 x
14.28 = 50.97 g-moles of air for complete combustion.

Neoprene
Properties of neoprene (polychloroprene) related to its thermal decomposition/combustion are as
follows:

a) chemical formulation7: -[CH 2-Cl-C=CH-CH 2]n-,
b) heat of combustion (AH.) 16: 10,300 kJ/kg,
c) oxygen index 38 ' 4 1: 32-35% at one atmosphere,
d) melting temperature: N/A - thermoset material
e) temperature for initial decomposition 39: 342'C
f) autoignition temperature41: >380'C in a 21% oxygen concentration environment.

As a thermoset plastic, uncontrolled heating of neoprene will result in reaching the
decomposition temperature before the melting point is obtained. The high oxygen index
demonstrates why neoprene can't support combustion without an external ignition source. The
typical adhesives 42 used to bond the rub strips to the FHEs consist of principally of solvents that
outgas during the curing process. The non-volatile components consist of polymers, including
polychloroprene, and cure and vulcanization agents. As a result, the cured adhesive layer
exhibits properties42 similar to neoprene.

Combustion of neoprene in air is governed by the following equation:

C4H5 C1 + 3.25(02 + 3.76N 2) --> 4CO 2 + 2.5H 20 + Cl + 12.22N 2

From the above equation, complete combustion of a mole of neoprene is seen to require 3.25
moles of oxygen and, since oxygen constitutes approximately 21% of air, 15.47 moles of air.
The total quantity of gas generated is 19.72 moles, or an increase of 27% over the original gas
quantity existing before combustion.

Based on the surface area of rub strips depicted on each SAR drawing, a thickness of 0.125 in,
and an adhesive layer thickness of 2 mils, the total quantity of neoprene and neoprene like
material used in each FHE is summarized in Table 3.5-2. With a molecular weight of
approximately 88.5 g/g-mole of neoprene, the 4.6 g-moles of neoprene represented by the
minimum 409 g of neoprene contained within the 60501-40 FHE assembly would require 4.62 x
15.47 = 71.5 g-moles of air for complete combustion.

The same limitation on package oxygen that prevents significant combustion of polyethylene
will also prevent combustion of the neoprene. Further, given the higher oxygen index and
autoignition temperature for neoprene versus polyethylene, there is a low probability any
neoprene material will be involved in combustion. Instead, it is expected that the only damage to
be incurred by the neoprene will be a de-bonding from the FHE surfaces and a small amount of
thermal decomposition. Since thermal decomposition is an endothermic process, the loss of the
material will act to lower the temperatures predicted within the FHE.

41 Safe Use of Oxygen and Oxygen Systems. ASTM, 2nd Edition.

42 Product and MSDS sheets for 3MT Spray 80 Neoprene Contact Adhesive or 3MT Scotch-Weld Neoprene

Contact Adhesive 1357.
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3.5.3.2 Air Quantity Within Package

Since the ATR FFSC payload cavity is not sealed, the quantity of gas filling the cavity volume
will vary with time as a function of the cavity's bulk gas temperature, the thermal decomposition
of the enclosed organic material, and diffusion of gas through the package closure gaps. The
following sections address these various mechanisms affecting the air/oxygen content within the
package.

Potential Combustion Due to Resident Air Quantity

The ATR FFSC payload cavity has a length of 67.88 in and a diameter of 5.76 in. The gross
cavity volume is 1768.8 in3. The ATR fuel element and the ATR FHE have volumes of
approximately 155 and 223 in3, based on weights of 25 and 15 lbs, respectively, and mean
densities of 0.112 and 0.097 lbs/in3 , respectively. The net cavity space is therefore
approximately 1,391 in3 (22.8 liters). Table 3.5-3 summarizes the net cavity volume existing for
all payload configurations. As seen from the table, only the MIT FHE (SAR drawing 60501-40)
loaded with a MIT fuel element results in a larger net cavity volume than the ATR FHE (SAR
drawing 60501-30) loaded with an ATR fuel element. Given the substantially higher HAC
temperature predicted for the ATR FHE (see Section 3.4, Thermal Evaluation for Hypothetical
Accident Conditions) versus that for the MIT FHE (see Section 3.6, Thermal Evaluation for MIT,
MURR, and Small Quantity Payloads) and the larger quantity of neoprene used (see Table 3.5-2),
the ATR FHE is the appropriate payload configuration for assessing the thermal safety related to
the organic material in the package.

At 100'F, approximately 0.9 g-moles of air are required to fill a 1,391 in3 (22.8 liters) cavity
space to a pressure of 14.7 psia, while at 626°F (330'C, i.e., the lower autoignition temperature
for polyethylene), the quantity of air required to fill the cavity space drops to approximately 0.5
g-mole. As such, the resident air quantity in the payload cavity is sufficient to support
combustion of less than 1% of the polyethylene (i.e., 0.5 g-mole/50.97 g-mole air per 100 g
polyethylene). The potential heat release from this quantity of polyethylene is: 1% x 100 g x
46,500 kJ/kg = 46,500 J = 44 Btu. Based on a combined ATR payload weight of 40 lbs and a
specific heat of approximately 0.2 Btu/lbm-°F43 , the net increase in the mean payload temperature
would be less than 6'F even if this heat release occurred instantaneously. The use of the
combined payload weight for this calculation is appropriate since the combustion occurs in the
vapor space and not on a surface. Further, combustion of the limiting 1% of the polyethylene
can neither occur instantaneously nor in only one concentrated area since the availability of the
oxygen within the cavity will be rate limited by the diffusion process from reaching the potential
site(s) of polyethylene combustion. In fact, oxygen diffusion will also prevent the entire resident
oxygen quantity from being consumed. As such, the estimated 6'F rise in payload temperature is
highly conservative.

Given the lower heat of combustion of neoprene versus that for polyethylene and the greater air
quantity needed for complete combustion, the potential temperature rise from the combustion of
polyethylene bounds that for neoprene by a factor of over 4.

43 Approximate specific heat of ATR fuel plates per Table 3.2-2
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Potential Combustion Due to Air Induced Via Pressure Forces

Once the residual air existing in the payload cavity prior to the start of the HAC event is
consumed, further combustion will require additional air to enter the cavity via pressure and
diffusion forces. The pressure forces will arise due to the balance between ideal gas
expansion/contraction and gas generation within the package versus the pressure resistance
associated with gas flow through the gaps around the package closure. Heatup of the package
during the 30-minute fire event will result in elevated cavity pressure and a continuous outflow
of gas from the cavity. This gas flow will switch to an inflow condition once the peak bulk gas
temperature is reached and the package begins to cool down.

While an accurate estimate of the gas flow due to pressure forces requires a detailed modeling of
the flow paths and resistance factors, a bounding estimate on the rate of gas flow into the
package due to pressure differential can be made by assuming zero vent resistance and zero
internal gas generation. These assumptions assure that the minimum gas quantity is achieved at
the point where packaging cooling begins, thus maximizing the potential for the reverse gas flow
necessary to restore atmospheric pressure within the package.

Assuming that the bulk average gas temperature within the package is represented by the mean
of the average temperatures over the length of the package's inner shell and the FHE, the cavity
gas quantity within the package can be estimated as a function of time during the HAC transient.
Figure 3.5-12 presents the predicted package gas quantity for the HAC transient depicted in
Figure 3.4-1 for the ATR fuel element. As seen, the package gas quantity rapidly drops during
the 30-minute fire event as the cavity gas expands under HAC heating. Shortly after the
cessation of the fire event, the package begins to cool and the gas flow switches to an inflow.
However, due to the rate of package cooldown, greater than 10 hours are required to restore the
approximately 0.5 g-moles of gas expelled during package heatup. The calculated reverse gas
flow peaks at 0.0025 g-moles per minute. The potential polyethylene combustion supported by
this flow rate is 0.0025 g-moles per minute x 100 g polyethylene per 50.97 g-mole air x 46,500
kJ/kg = 228.1 J/min = 0.22 Btu/min. Clearly this flow rate is too low to permit any significant
rate of combustion, especially when considering the facts that the reverse gas flowrate decreases
rapidly from this peak rate and that accounting for flow resistance through the vent geometry
will reduce this potential heat gain even more.

When the above discussion is added to the fact that the oxygen concentration at the start of the
inflow condition will be well below the oxygen index of 17.5% required to support combustion,
the fact that oxygen diffusion within the package will extend the time for the entering air to
reach the site of elevated polyethylene temperatures, and as seen in Figure 3.5-12, that the
package temperatures will fall below the lower autoignition temperature for polyethylene after
90 minutes, it is reasonable to conclude that the contribution to package heatup from airflow due
to pressure differential is essentially zero.

Potential Combustion Due to Air Induced Via Diffusion

Beside pressure differential, the other force available to drive oxygen inflow to the package
cavity is diffusion. Assuming that the oxygen inside the package cavity is consumed as fast as it
enters, the rate of oxygen diffusion can be determined via Frick's first law or:
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J=-pxDx--

where: J = mass flux of oxygen per area, g/cm 2

D = diffusion coefficient of oxygen in nitrogen, cm 2/sec
p = density of air, g/cm 3

0ýw
- change in mass fraction of oxygen over diffusion path

While diffusion of oxygen in nitrogen is used to reflect that fact that the environment within the
payload cavity is assumed to be oxygen depleted, in reality there is little difference between
diffusion in air or nitrogen. The diffusion coefficient is a function of temperature and pressure.
Diffusion increases with increasing temperature since the molecules move rapidly and decreases
with increasing pressure since higher fluid density increases the number of molecules per unit
volume, increasing the number of collisions, thus slowing the speed of transport. The diffusion
coefficient for oxygen in air at 1 atm and 25°C is 0.206 cm 2/sec 44. Since the fluid pressure is
assumed to remain near atmospheric throughout the HAC event, there is no need to adjust the
diffusion coefficient for pressure effects. However, the temperature of the fluid both within and
exterior to the package will increase significantly during the HAC transient, thus necessitating an
adjustment45 in the diffusion coefficient via:

DO.N =0.0018583 Tx pX CN 1 IXDNo 4 PxtoN xCD,O.N

where: D = diffusion coefficient of oxygen in air, cm2/sec

T = temperature, K
= molecular mass of oxygen and nitrogen

P = pressure, atm

CID,O-N = collision integral for molecular diffusion of oxygen in nitrogen
GO-N = collision diameter, Angstroms

From Table E. 1 and the equations provided in Transport Phenomena Mo =31.999, MN =
28.013, 0o= 3.433, aN = 3.667, FO/h= 113, and cN/c = 99.8. YO-N = 0.5x(3.433 + 3.667) = 3.55.
EO-N/K = (113 x 99.8)0.5 = 106.2. Assuming the maximum flame temperature of 1475°F (1075K),
the dimensionless temperature is KT/ko-N = 1075/106.2 = 10.1. From Table E.245, 2D,O-N =

0.741. Thus, Do.Nat a pressure of 1 atm and 1475°F is 1.815 cm2/sec.

The bayonet type closure plug for the ATR FFSC package results in a labyrinth like leakage path
(see Figure 3.5-13). To conservatively bound the available leakage area for air exchange via
diffusion, the closure plug geometry can be simplified as simply the barrel portion (i.e., flow
path over segment A-B, Figure 3.5-13). Per the Table 3.5-4, the maximum diffusion area
represented by this flow path is 1.71 in2 (11 cm 2). Based on the derived diffusion coefficient, an
air density of 0.000325 g/cm 3at 1475°F (1075K), and a total diffusion path length of 2.5 in (6.4

44 CRC Handbook of Engineering Tables, Dorf, R. editor, CRC Press LLC, 2004.
45 Transport Phenomena, 2nd Ed., Eqn 17.3-12 and Appendix E, Bird, R., Stewart, W, and Lightfoot, E., John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 2002.
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cm, i.e., the total length of the closure plug), the maximum diffusion rate during the 30-minute
fire event is calculated as:

J x Area = - 0.000325 g/cm 3 x 1.815 cm 2/sec x 0.21 - 0 x cm 2

6.4

J x Area = 0.00021 g/sec = 0.0004 g-mole/min

Following the fire event, the ambient temperature will drop to 100°F and the ambient density
will rise to 0.001128 g/cm 3. The diffusion coefficient for oxygen in air at 1 atm and 25'C is
0.206 cm 2/sec44, or approximately 11% of the diffusion coefficient determined for the fire
conditions. The net effect of the higher density and lower diffusion coefficient is a diffusion rate
of 0.00008 g/sec, or 38% of the rate determined at fire conditions.

Based on the 0.22 Btu/min temperature rise determined in the previous section for the 0.0026 g-
mole/min oxygen flow associated with the pressure differential, the 0.0004 g-mole/min oxygen
diffusion rate would generate a maximum 0.03 Btu/min temperature rise, dropping to less than
0.013 Btu/min following the end of the fire event. Since accounting for the diffusion resistance
within the payload cavity will reduce the potential heat generation rate even more, a reasonable
conclusion is that the contribution to package heatup from oxygen diffusion can be ignored.

3.5.3.3 Pressure Loss Across Closure Leakage Path

The ATR FFSC package is not sealed, but uses a bayonet type closure plug that results in a
labyrinth like leakage path, see Figure 3.5-13. The size of the various pathways illustrated in the
figure are listed in Table 3.5-4. The maximum pressure rise within the package is associated
with the minimum flow area and the maximum gas generation and thermal expansion, with the
total pressure loss estimated from a summation of the individual pressure losses associated with
each portion of the flow path. Normalizing the individual pressure losses to the flow velocity in
the A-B channel allows direct addition of the individual loss coefficients and eases the
calculation of the pressure loss based on a single flow velocity. The normalizing to flow
velocity involves multiplying the calculated loss coefficient by the square of the area ratio.

The entrance loss at the beveled portion of the closure plug can be estimated using a conical inlet
with adjoining wall (i.e, Diagram 3-7 46). Based on a 150 bevel angle on closure plug and L/Dh >0.6, the total loss coefficient at the entrance is:

AP

0.5pv 
2  -0 .13

where v is the flow velocity upstream of the inlet area. This value is conservatively increased to
ý, = 0.50 for a blunt, flush inlet (Diagram 3-146). Since the loss coefficient is based on the flow
velocity after entering the gap, no adjustment for flow area in A-B is necessary:

K1 = ýI = 0.5

46 Handbook of Hydraulic Resistance, 3 rd Ed., Idelchik, I.E., Begell House Publishers, 1996.
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The pressure loss associated with flow in the A-B channel is a function of wall friction losses.
Given the short path length and smooth wall surfaces, the associated pressure loss will be
insignificant and can be ignored.

Flow between B-B' can be approximated as a 90-degree turn with sharp comers
(Diagram 6-646). Here the rectangular side length ratio (ao/bo) is equal to (5.64 x pi)/((5.76-
5.64)/2) = 295.3 and the ratio of cross section areas (bl/bo) is equal to 0.006/0.06 = 0.1 (based on
the minimum gap width after the turn). With these values, the loss factor extrapolated from
Diagram 6-6 is :2 = 3.1. Given uncertainties in the extrapolation, the computed value is doubled

to 6.2 for conservatism47. Since the loss coefficient is based on the flow velocity in the gap
approaching the turn, no adjustment for flow area in A-B is necessary:

K2 =2 = 6.2

Flow between B'-E can also be approximated as a 90-degree sharp comer turn (Diagram 6-646).
Again, the rectangular side length ratio (ao/bo) is equal to (5.967 x pi)/(0.006 min gap) = 3124
and the ratio of cross section areas (bl/bo) is equal to 0.235/0.006 = 39. With these values, the
loss factor can be conservatively estimated from Diagram 6-6 as 4:3 = 0.55. Converting to the

loss coefficient based on the gap area for flow path A-B yields:
,_( 0.45" 2

K 3 - -30 ) =9.20

Flow between E-F can also be approximated as a sudden expansion with a discharge to ambient.
A loss factor of 1 is used to account for these losses. Converting to the loss coefficient based on
the gap area for flow path A-B yields:

K4 =4ý4( 0 .45 J 2= 0.06

The parallel flow path to B'-E consisting of B'-C, C-D, and D-E can be conservatively ignored as
its inclusion will serve to lower the estimated total pressure loss. Therefore, a bounding estimate
of the total loss factor associated with the minimum expected flow path areas is calculated as
K1 + K2 + K3 + K4 = 0.5 + 6.2 + 9.2 + 0.06 = 16.

The pressure loss for flow through the closure plug leakage path can be computed as a function

of velocity and density via AP = 16x 0.5v. Since mass flow is also a function of velocity and

density, m = p x v x Area, the pressure loss relationship can be re-formulated as a function of
mass flow via:

47 This flow loss is a reasonable upper bound given a worst case assumption that the flow comes to a complete stop
before the turn and then needs to re-accelerate into the smaller gap. When adjusted for velocity differences, the
flow loss under this worst case scenario would be approximately (0.45 in2/0.11 in2)2 x 0.5 = 8.4, where 0.5 is the
loss factor associated with a blunt inlet fitting.
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p m/ x Area)
AP=16x 0.5

where Area is the flow area in the path A-B (0.45 in2 minimum) and the density is for the bulk
gas temperature. From the data used to develop Figure 3.5-12, the maximum gas flow required
to maintain atmospheric pressure within the ATR FFSC cavity due to only ideal gas expansion
occurs during package heatup. The peak flowrate of 0.035 g-mole/min occurs approximately 8
minutes after the start of the 30-minute HAC fire and when the bulk gas temperature within the
payload cavity has reached 230'F (110C). Based on a molecular weight of 28.96 g/g-mole for
air, the associated mass flow and density are 1.01 g/min (0.00004 lbm/sec) and the gas density is
0.00091 g/cm' (0.057 lbm/ft3 . Substituting these values into the above equation yields a AP = 0.1
psi for the conservative assumption of minimum flow areas within all vent gaps. The pressure
loss at nominal gap dimensions will be even lower.

This maximum pressure rise due to thermal expansion of the cavity gas is too low to create an
issue. Thermal decomposition of polyethylene and neoprene will generate additional gases that
would need to be vented. While only a small fraction of the material is expected to be thermally
decomposed due to a combination of the temperature levels achieved and the time above the
thermal decomposition temperature level, a bounding maximum pressure rise can be estimated
assuming the entire inventory of both polyethylene and neoprene decomposes over a 60 minute
period. The potential gas quantity associated with the total decomposition of the 100 g of
polyethylene is 100 g/(28 g/g-mole) x 2 g-moles H2 per g-mole polyethylene = 7.14 g-moles H2.
Similarly, the 1,926 g of neoprene associated with the SAR 60501-70 FHE assembly will
generate 1926 g/(88.5 g/g-mole) x (2 g-moles H2 + 1 g-moles HCQ) per g-mole neoprene = 65.3
g-moles H2 and HCI. The combined gas generation rate is therefore (7.14 + 65.3 g-mole)/60
minutes, or 1.21 g-moles/minute.

Based on the pressure loss associated with the 1.01 g/min flow rate due to gas expansion, the
combined pressure loss of thermal decomposition and gas expansion would be:

2
AP = 0.1 psi x '1 .0 1 + 1.21 g- molesI p

-.01 g -•oles ) =0.5psi

This bounding pressure rise is also insignificant, especially given the conservative assumption of
minimum flow areas within all vent gaps. As such, the assumption of a 0 psig pressure
throughout the HAC event is valid for the purposes of determining the safety basis of the design.

Based on the level of and type of damage noted in Appendix 2.12.1, Certification Tests on CTU-
1 and Appendix 2.12.2, Certification Tests on CTU-2, no change to the net vent areas based on
the assumed minimum gaps is expected. Thus the above conclusions remain valid for the
damaged package configuration as well.
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Table 3.5-2 - Neoprene Quantity Per Assembly

SAR Neoprene Neoprene Neoprene Adhesive Neoprene
Drawing Surface Area, in2  Volume, in3 Volume, in3 Quantity, g'
60501-10 N/A N/A N/A N/A

60501-20 N/A N/A N/A N/A

60501-30 475 59 1.0 1210 g

60501-40 162 20 0.3 409 g

60501-50 266 33 0.5 676 g

60501-60 547 68 1.1 1393 g

60501-70 748 94 1.5 1926 g

Notes: (D Based on density of 1.23 g/cm 3 (76.8 lb/ft3 per Table 3.2-3)

Table 3.5-3 - Net Cavity Volume vs. Payload Assembly

SAR Gross Cavit FHE Payload Net Cavity
Drawing Volume, in° Volume, in3 Volume, in 3 Volume, in3  Comments
60501-20 1768.8 307.4" 168.10 1293.3 ATR Loose Plate FHE

ATR FHE - Design basis

60501-30 If154.6" 223.2 1390.9 selection due to combination of
net cavity size and peak HAC
temperature for FHE

60501-40 256.1" 88.50 1424.1 MIT FHE

60501-50 307.4" 126.1" 1335.4 MURRFHE

60501-60 286.9" 142.90 1339.0 RINSC FHE

60501-70 307.40 168.10 1293.3 Small Quantity FHE

Notes: D Based on 30 lb weight and density of 0.0976 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-2
( Based on 20 lb weight and density of 0.112 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-2
0 Based on 15 lb weight and density of 0.097 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-1
q Based on 25 lb weight and density of 0.112 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-2
( Based on 25 lb weight and density of 0.0976 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-2
© Based on 10 lb weight and density of 0.113 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.6-4
( Based on 30 lb weight and density of 0.0976 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-2
G Based on 15 lb weight and density of 0.119 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.6-4
S Based on 28 lb weight and density of 0.0976 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.2-2
8 Based on 17 lb weight and density of 0.119 in3 per Tables 2.1-1 and 3.6-4
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Table 3.5-4 - Closure Leakage Path Areas

Inner/Outer Gap
Flow Path Diameter, in Width/Length, in Flow Path Area, in 2

5.64+0.01 Max: 1.71
5.76 + 0.060 Min: 0.45Max: 0.54

B to B' 5.70 (mean) 0.006 to 0.030 Max: 0.11
Max: 0.56

B' to C 5.967 (min) 0.006 to 0.030 Max: 0.11

6.38 + 0.02 Max: 0.91
6.44 +0.01 Min: 0.30

Max: 0.59
D to E 6.21 (mean) 0.006 to 0.030 Max: 0.12

Bto E 5.967 + 0.01 0.281 Max: 1.920
6.44 +0.01 Min: 1.770

Eto F 5.967 + 0.01 0.56 Max: 1.920
6.44 + 0.01 Min: 1.770

Notes: D Tolerance from ASTM A269
* Based on bayonet tab of width of 0.25 in. centered in slot width of 0.281 in., and

tolerances of +0.01 on both parts.
® Based on 40% of gross area accounting for area of bayonet tabs and ignoring

additional smaller gaps
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Figure 3.5-12 - Free Vent Gas Flow During HAC Transient
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a) Package Closure

A

b) Enlarged Flow Paths at Package Closure

Figure 3.5-13 - Free Vent Gas Flow Path
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essentially zero decay heat. Further, the evaluations for NCT demonstrate that the package skin
temperature will be below the maximum temperature of 122°F permitted by 10 CFR §71.43(g) for
accessible surface temperature in an nonexclusive use shipment when transported in a 1 00'F
environment with no insolation. Given the significant thermal margin existing for the other
payloads and the similar materials of fabrication, the small quantity payloads are also predicted
to exhibit large thermal margins.

The MIT and MURR payload results for HAC conditions demonstrate that the design of the
ATR FFSC package provides sufficient thermal protection to yield component temperatures that
are significantly below the acceptable limits defined for each component. While the neoprene
rubber and polyethylene plastic material used to protect the fuel element from damage are
expected to reach a sufficient temperature level during the HAC fire event to induce thermal
decomposition, the loss of these components is not critical to the safety of the package. As
demonstrated in Section 3.5.3, Thermal Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, the
available oxygen in the package, plus that which may enter the package under pressure
differential and gas diffusion forces, is insufficient to result in any significant heat generation
due to combustion. Given the the similar materials of fabrication and equivalent thermal mass as
the MURR payload, the small quantity payloads are also predicted to exhibit large thermal
margins under HAC conditions.

3.6.5 Summary Tables of Maximum Pressures

Table 3.6-2 presents a summary of the maximum pressures achieved under NCT and HAC
conditions. Since the ATR FFSC package is a vented package, both the maximum normal
operating pressure (MNOP) and the maximum pressure developed within the payload
compartment under the HAC condition are 0 psig. Section 3.5.3, Thermal
Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, provides the justification for assuming a 0
psig package pressure for the HAC event.

Although the volume between the outer and inner shells is sealed, it does not contain organic or
other materials that may outgas or thermally decompose. Therefore, the maximum pressure that
may develop within the space will be limited to that achieved due to ideal gas expansion. The
maximum pressure rise under NCT will be less than 4 psig, while the pressure rise under HAC
conditions will be 39 psig.
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3.6.8.3 Maximum Temperatures and Pressure

3.6.8.3.1 Maximum HAC Temperatures

The thermal performance of the ATR FFSC package loaded with a MIT fuel element payload is
summarized in Table 3.6-6, while Table 3.6-7 presents a summation of the results with a MIURR
fuel element payload. With the exception of the neoprene rub strips and the polyethylene bag
used as a protective sleeve around the fuel elements, all other components of the package are
seen to remain well below their allowable short term temperature limits. As with the ATR
payload, the thermal decomposition of the neoprene strips and polyethylene bag will not impact
the safety of the package and any associated out-gassing will not contribute to package
pressurization since the package is vented. As demonstrated in Section 3.5.3, Thermal
Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, the available oxygen in the package is
sufficient for consumption of less than 1% of the polyethylene and the quantity of air that enters
the cavity under pressure differential and gas diffusion forces is insignificant. The discussion in
Section 3.5.3 also provides validation of a 0 psig package pressure for the HAC event.

The outer shell and the ceramic fiber insulation provide thermal protection to the ATR FFSC
package during the HAC fire event. The level of thermal protection can be seen via the thermal
response curves presented in Figure 3.6-4 and Figure 3.6-5 for the ATR FFSC package loaded
with a MIT and MURR fuel element payload, respectively. As seen from the figures, while the
exterior of the package quickly rises to nearly the temperature of the fire, the heat flow to the
FHE and its enclosed fuel element payloads is sufficiently restricted to limit the maximum
temperatures of both the FHE and the fuel element to well below the melting point of aluminum.
The higher thermal mass of the MIT and MURR FHEs in comparison with that of the ATR FHE
is reflected in their correspondingly slower heat up and longer cool down during the fire
transient when compared to that see in Figure 3.4-1 for the ATR FHE. The higher temperature
reached by the MURR FHE versus that seen for the MIT FHE is due to the conservative
assumption of direct contact between the FHE and the inner shell along two line locations for the
MURR FHE versus one line location for the MIT FHE. Similarly, the difference in the shape of
the FHE temperature reponse curve seen for the MIT FHE between 30 minutes and 60 minutes
versus that seen for the MURR FHE for the same time period is related to the fact that the top
end of the shorter MIT FHE lies below one of the package's support ribs while the top of the
MURR FHE is adjacent to it (see Figures 3.6-6 and 3.6-7).

Although the peak temperature achieved by the MURR FHE is about 20°F hotter than that
achieved by the MIT FHE, the peak temperatures reached by the MIT and MURR fuel elements
are approximately the same. This results from a combination of the higher thermal mass and
greater separation distance between the end of the fuel element and the start fuel plates
associated with the MURR fuel element versus that for the MIT fuel element.

The results demonstrate that thermal performance is similar to that achieved with the transport of
a LFPB payload (see Section 3.4.3, Maximum Temperature and Pressure) due to the fact that
these FHE have a thermal mass similar to that of the LFPB. The result of the higher thermal
mass is that the MIT and MURR FHEs have a peak temperature that is approximately 300°F
cooler than that seen for the ATR FHE and the enclosed fuel elements reach peak temperatures
that are 90 to 180°F cooler than that seen for the ATR fuel element. The thermal performance of
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the ATR FFSC packaging with either the MIT or MURR payload is similar to that seen for the
ATR payload.

As with the evaluation for NCT, the thermal performance of the ATR FFSC with the small
quantity payload under HAC conditions was not specifically modeled as part of this evaluation.
Instead, based on the similarity between the MURR and small quantity payloads, the thermal
performance is qualitatively estimated to be bounded by that presented for the MURR payload.
Since the combined weight of the small quantity payload and MURR FHE's with their enclosed
fuel elements, plates, or foils are similar (see Section 1.2.2.3, MURR Fuel Element, and Section
1.2.2.4, Small Quantity Payload) and the thermal mass of the two payloads are similar, the
transient response of the small quantity payload can be expected to be similar to that presented
for the MURR payload. This conclusion is futher supported by the fact that Table 3.6-6 and
Table 3.6-7 show that similar transient results occur for the MIT and MURR fuel element payloads
despite their design differences. As such, the limited design differences between the MURR and
small quantity payloads will not yield a significant difference in their HAC thermal response.
Additionally, the SQFHE thermal response without its small quantity payload is expected to be
similar with the conservative ATR LFPB thermal reponse. The empty SQFHE and LFPB are
constructed of similar materials and have the same thermal mass of 30 lbs. The LFPB thermal
evaluation is conservatively performed without its loose fuel plate payload, see Sections 3.4.3.1
and 3.5.2.1 for discussion of the LFPB thermal evalution. Therefore, use of the SQFHE for any
payload amount up to the maximum loaded SQFHE weight of 50 lbs is bounded by the thermal
response of the LFPB evaluation. The addition of any small quantity payload mass to the SQFHE
will increase the thermal mass and thereby increase the conservatism of the thermal response with
respect to the empty LFPB thermal evaluation results.

3.6.8.3.2 Maximum HAC Pressures

The payload cavity of the ATR FFSC is vented to the atmosphere. As such, the maximum
pressure achieved under the HAC event will be 0 psig. Section 3.5.3, Thermal
Decomposition/Combustion of Package Organics, provides the justification for assuming a 0
psig package pressure for the HAC event.

Although the volume between the outer and inner shells is sealed, it does not contain organic or
other materials that may outgas or thermally decompose. Assuming a temperature of 70'F at the
time of assembly and a maximum temperature of 1,475°F (based on the outer shell temperature, see
Table 3.6-6), the maximum pressure rise within the sealed volume due to ideal gas expansion will
be less than 39 psig. This level of pressurization will occur for only a few minutes and then
quickly reduce as the package cools.

3.6.8.4 Maximum Thermal Stresses

The ATR FFSC package is fabricated principally of sheet metal and relatively thin structural
steel shapes. As such, the thermal stresses developed within each component during the HAC
fire event will be low and not significant to the safety of the package.

The temperature difference that exists between the inner and outer shells during the HAC event
(see the average inner and outer shell temperatures presented in Figure 3.6-4) will result in
differential thermal expansion between the shells. The thermal impact related to the potential
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package geometry displacement due to this differential thermal expansion was evaluated in
Section 3.4.4, Maximum Thermal Stresses, and found not to be significant to the safety of the
package.
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Table 3.6-6 - HAC Temperatures with MIT Payload

Maximum
Location / Component Pre-fire End of Fire Peak Allowable 0

MIT Fuel Element Fuel Plate 10OF 338 0F 636 0F 1,1007F

MIT Fuel Element Side Plate IOO°F 339 0F 637°F 1,100°F

Neoprene Rub Strips/Polyethylene Bag 100l 5950F 6860F N/A

Fuel Handling Enclosure (FHE) 100°F 5950F 6860F 1,1000F

Inner Shell 100I F 1,417°F 1,417°F 2,7000 F

Ceramic Fiber Insulation, Body
- Maximum 100°F 1,4620F 1,4620F 2,3000 F
- Average 100°F 1,253-F 1,253°F 2,300°F

Ceramic Fiber Insulation, Closure
- Maximum 100°F 1,401°F 1,401°F 2,300°F
- Average 100°F 1,233OF 1,233 0F 2,300°F

Closure IOOTF 1,4390F 1,439 0F 2,700-F

Outer Shell 1000 F 1,4750F 1,475 0F 2,7000 F

Table Notes:

® The maximum allowable temperatures under HAC conditions are provided in Section 3.2.2,
Technical Specifications of Components.
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Table 3.6-7 - HAC Temperatures with MURR Payload

Maximum
Location / Component Pre-fire End of Fire Peak AllowableT

MURR Fuel Element Fuel Plate 10OF 3620 F 630°F 1,100°F

MURR Fuel Element Side Plate 100°F 3740 F 638°F 1,100°F

Neoprene Rub Strips/Polyethylene Bag 100°F 6450 F 706°F N/A

Fuel Handling Enclosure (FHE) 100OF 645 0F 706°F 1,100°F

Inner Shell 100OF 1,417°F 1,417°F 2,700°F

Ceramic Fiber Insulation, Body
- Maximum 100I F 1,461°F 1,461°F 2,300°F
- Average 100OF 1,235°F 1,235 0 F 2,3007F

Ceramic Fiber Insulation, Closure
- Maximum 100I F 1,402°F 1,402°F 2,300°F
- Average IOO°F 1,236 0 F 1,236-F 2,300°F

Closure 100°F 1,439 0F 1,439°F 2,700°F

Outer Shell 100°F 1,475°F 1,4750 F 2,7007

Table Notes:

O The maximum allowable temperatures under HAC conditions are provided in Section 3.2.2,
Technical Specifications of Components.
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3.6.9 Appendices

3.6.9.1 Computer Analysis Results

3.6.9.2 Analytical Thermal Model
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3.6.9.1 Computer Analysis Results

Due to the size and number of the output files associated with each analyzed condition, results
from the computer analysis are provided on a CD-ROM.
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3.6.9.2 Analytical Thermal Model

The analytical thermal model of the ATR FFSC package and the MIT and MURR fuel element
payloads were developed for use with the Thermal Desktop®' and SINDA/FLUINT2 computer
programs. These programs are designed to function together to build, exercise, and post-process
a thermal model. Appendix 3.5.2, Analytical Thermal Model, provides an overview of the
capability and functionality of these programs. The SINDA/FLUINT and Thermal Desktop®
computer programs have been validated for safety basis calculations for nuclear related projects
The ATR FFSC with the small quantity payload was not specifically modeled as part of this
evaluation. Instead, its thermal performance is estimated using a qualitative approach based on the
thermal characteristics of the other payloads and their associated thermal performance.

3.6.9.2.1 Description of MIT and MURR Payload Thermal Models for NCT
Conditions

A 3-dimensional, one-quarter symmetry thermal model of the ATR FFSC is used for the NCT
evaluation. The model simulates one-quarter of the package, extending from the closure to the
axial centerline of the package. Symmetry conditions are assumed about the package's vertical
axis and at the axial centerline. This modeling choice captures the full height of the package
components and allows the incorporation of the varying insolation loads that will occur at the top
and sides of the package. Program features within the Thermal Desktop® computer program
automatically compute the various areas, lengths, thermal conductors, and view factors involved
in determining the individual elements that make up the thermal model of the complete
assembly. Details of the thermal modeling of the ATR FFSC packaging are provided in
Appendix 3.5.2.1, Description of Thermal Model for NCT Conditions.

A detailed model of the MIT and MURR fuel elements are used to simulate the heat transfer
within the fuel elements and between the fuel element and their associated FHEs and spacer
weldments. The detailed thermal models, illustrated in Figure 3.6-8 to Figure 3.6-13, include a
separate representation of each composite fuel plate, the side plates, and the end fittings. Heat
transfer between the individual fuel plates is simulated via conduction and radiation across the
air space separating the plates. The curvature and separation distance between the plates is
based on the information presented in Appendix 3.6.9.2.3, Determination of Composite Thermal
Properties for MIT and MURR Fuel Plates.

The thermal modeling for the MIT fuel element and FHE is similar to that described for the ATR
fuel element payload. Figure 3.6-8 illustrates the quarter symmetry thermal model of the MIT
FHE and one of the two spacer weldments. The FHE thermal model uses planar elements to
represent the 0.19 inch thick sides of the enclosure and the 0.25 inch thick elements of the spacer
weldment. Solid elements are used to represent the ends of the FHE. Heat transfer between the

1 Thermal Desktop®, Version 5.1, Cullimore & Ring Technologies, Inc., Littleton, CO, 2007.
2 SINDA/FLUINT, Systems Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer and Fluid Integrator, Version 5.1,

Cullimore & Ring Technologies, Inc., Littleton, CO, 2007.
Software Validation Test Report for Thermal Desktop® and SINDA/FLUINT, Version 5.1, AREVA Federal

Services, LLC, File No. TR-VV-05-001, Rev. 2.
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FHE and the inner shell of the package is modeled as a combination of radiation and conduction
across the air-filled void space, as well as via direct contact along 1 edge of the FHE. The contact
conductance simulates a conservative idealized physical contact (i.e., a flat, smooth interface and
that the FHE is oriented within the package such that the edge is aligned with the vertical axis of
the package) between the FHE and the inner shell. Due to the robustness of the MIT FHE, no
change to the direct contact between the FHE and the inner shell conservatively assumed for the
NCT condition is expected as a result of the HAC drop event.

Figure 3.6-9 illustrates a cross-section through the combined modeling for the inner shell, the FHE,
and the MIT fuel element. The left side of the figure illustrates the placement of the thermal nodes
(indicated by the small circles) used to simulate each of the components, the use of planar elements
to represent the 15 fuel plates, and the assumed points of direct contact between the FHE and the
inner shell. The right side of the figure includes depiction of the solid elements that are used to
simulate the air voids around the FHE. The heat transfer between the FHE and the MIT fuel
element is computed as conductance through the 0.125 inch thick neoprene rub strips and radiation
and conductance through the air voids.

Figure 3.6-10 illustrates a side and end view of the thermal model of the MIT fuel element as it
would be for a complete fuel element. Approximately 1,140 nodes, 350 planar elements, and 445
solids are used to represent the quarter symmetry thermal model of the MIT fuel element, FHE, and
the spacer weldment.

The thermal modeling for the MURR fuel element and FHE is similar to that described above for
the MIT fuel element payload. Figure 3.6-11 illustrates the quarter symmetry thermal model of
the MURR FHE and one of the two spacer weldments. The FHE thermal model uses planar
elements to represent the 0.19 inch thick sides of the enclosure and the 0.25 inch thick elements
of the spacer weldment. Solid elements are used to represent the ends of the FHE. Heat transfer
between the FHE and the inner shell of the package is modeled as a combination of radiation and
conduction across the air-filled void space, as well as via direct contact along 2 edges of the
FHE. The contact conductance simulates a conservative idealized physical contact (i.e., a flat,
smooth interface and an alignment that places 2 edges of the FHE in contact) between the FHE
and the inner shell. Due to the robustness of the MURR FHE, no change to the direct contact
between the FHE and the inner shell conservatively assumed for the NCT condition is expected
as a result of the HAC drop event.

Figure 3.6-12 illustrates a cross-section through the combined modeling for the inner shell, the
FHE, and the MURR fuel element. The left side of the figure illustrates the placement of the
thermal nodes (indicated by the small circles) used to simulate each of the components, the use
of curved, planar elements to represent the 24 fuel plates, and the assumed points of direct
contact between the FHE and the inner shell. The right side of the figure includes depiction of
the solid elements that are used to simulate the air voids around the FHE. The heat transfer
between the FHE and the MURR fuel element is computed as conductance through the 0.125
inch thick neoprene rub strips and radiation and conductance through the air voids.

Figure 3.6-13 illustrates a side and end view of the quarter symmetry thermal modeling used for
the MURR fuel element. Approximately 1,400 nodes, 700 planar elements, and 340 solids are
used to represent the quarter symmetry thermal model of the MURR fuel element, FHE, and the
spacer weldment.
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The heat transfer from the exterior surfaces of the ATR FFSC is modeled in the same manner as
that used for the evaluation of the ATR fuel element payload and assumes a combination of
convection and radiation exchange. Appendix 3.5.2.3, Convection Coefficient Calculation,
presents the methodology used to compute the convection coefficients from the various surfaces.
The radiation exchange is computed using a Monte Carlo, ray tracing technique and includes the
affect of reflection and/or transmission, according to the optical properties assigned to each
surface (see Section 3.2.1, Material Properties).

In addition, heating of the exterior surfaces due to solar insolation is assumed using a diurnal
cycle. The methodology used to simulate and apply the insolation loading is described in
Appendix 3.5.2.1, Description of Thermal Model for NCT Conditions.

3.6.9.2.2 Description of Thermal Model for HAC Conditions

The thermal evaluations for the hypothetical accident condition (HAC) are conducted in the
same manner and using the same methodology as that described in Appendix 3.6.9.2. 1,
Description of MIT and MURR Payload Thermal Models for NCT Conditions. No change to the
geometry or position of the MIT and MURR fuel element payloads are expected as a result of the
drop and puncture bar events that are assumed to precede the HAC fire event.

3.6.9.2.3 Determination of Composite Thermal Properties for MIT and MURR Fuel
Plates

The MIT and MURR fuel plates are a composite material consisting of a fissile fuel matrix
sandwiched within aluminum cladding. For the purposes of this calculation, the fuel composite
is treated as a homogenous material with lumped thermal properties. The methodology used to
compute the composite thermal properties for each fuel element is the same as that described in
Appendix 3.5.2.4, Determination of Composite Thermal Properties for ATR Fuel Plates.

The thermal properties for the individual plates making up the MIT fuel element are computed
using the above approach and the geometric data4'5 for the MIT fuel element. Each of the fifteen
(15) fuel plates contained in the MIT fuel element has a thickness of 0.08 inches and a width of
2.526 inches. The nominal gap between the plates is 0.078 inches. Since the aluminum cladding
contains 110 grooves on each side of the plate, the effective thickness of the cladding is reduced
from 0.025 inches to 0.02 inches. Table 3.6-8 presents the composite thermal conductivity,
specific heat, and density values for the fuel plates. These composite values are based on the
described geometry of the fuel plates and the same thermophysical data6 used for the ATR fuel
plates.

4 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Test Research Training Reactor 3 Fuel Plate, EG&G Idaho, Inc. Drawing
No. DWG-410368, Rev. A.
5 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Test Research Training Reactor 3 Welded Fuel Element Assembly, EG&G
Idaho, Inc. Drawing No. DWG-419486, Rev. A.
6 ThermophysicalAnd Mechanical Properties OfATR Core Materials, Report No. PG-T-91-03 1, August 1991,

EG&G Idaho, Inc.
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The thermal properties for the individual plates making up the MURR fuel element are also
computed using the above approach and the geometric data7'8 for the MURR fuel element. Due
to the curved geometry of the twenty-four (24) fuel plates contained in the MURR fuel element,
each plate has a different geometry. The inner plate has an inner radius of 2.77 inches and an arc
length of 1.993 inches, while the outer plate has an inner radius of 5.76 inches and an arc length
of 4.342 inches. The nominal gap between the plates is 0.08 inches. The thickness of the
aluminum cladding is 0.01 inches. Table 3.6-9 presents the composite thermal conductivity,
specific heat, and density values for the twenty four (24) fuel plates making up the MURR fuel
element. These composite values are also based on the thermophysical data used for the ATR
fuel plates.

7 University of Missouri at Columbia, Test Research Training Reactor 4 MURR Fuel Plate, EG&G Idaho, Inc.
Drawing No. DWG-409406, Rev. E.
' University of Missouri at Columbia, MURR UAlx Fuel Element Assembly, EG&G Idaho, Inc. Drawing No. DWG-

409407, Rev. N.
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Table 3.6-8 - Composite MIT Fuel Plate Thermal Properties
. = en

-- - S <

CU "

I to 15 0.08* 0.03 115.3 2.314 3121.1 869.3

* - mean plate thickness estimated at 0.07 inches after allowance for ribbing

Table 3.6-9 - Composite MURR Fuel Plate Thermal Properties

Cu CE

_ .1

1 0.05
2 0.05

3 0.05

4 0.05
5 0.05

6 0.05

7 0.05

8 0.05
9 0.05

10 0.05
11 0.05
12 0.05
13 0.05

14 0.05
15 0.05
16 0.05

17 0.05

18 0.05
19 0.05

20 0.05

21 0.05
22 0.05

23 0.05
24 0.05

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.03

0.03
0.03

0.03

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.03
0.03

0.03
0.03
0.03

Q
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1
85.1

2.9 2.95 2.095 3288.8 815.1

3.03 3.08 2.197 3288.8 815.1
3.16 3.21 2.300 3288.8 815.1
3.29 3.34 2.402 3288.8 815.1
3.42 3.47 2.504 3288.8 815.1

3.55 3.6 2.606 3288.8 815.1
3.68 3.73 2.708 3288.8 815.1
3.81 3.86 2.810 3288.8 815.1
3.94 3.99 2.912 3288.8 815.1
4.07 4.12 3.014 3288.8 815.1

4.2 4.25 3.116 3288.8 815.1
4.33 4.38 3.218 3288.8 815.1
4.46 4.51 3.321 3288.8 815.1
4.59 4.64 3.423 3288.8 815.1
4.72 4.77 3.525 3288.8 815.1
4.85 4.9 3.627 3288.8 815.1
4.98 5.03 3.729 3288.8 815.1
5.11 5.16 3.831 3288.8 815.1
5.24 5.29 3.933 3288.8 815.1
5.37 5.42 4.035 3288.8 815.1

5.5 5.55 4.137 3288.8 815.1
5.63 5.68 4.239 3288.8 815.1
5.76 5.81 4.342 3288.8 815.1
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x

(Note: the positive x-axis is oriented towards the top of the package and the positive z-axis towards the
package closure end)

Figure 3.6-8 - 'Hidden Line' View of MIT FHE and Spacer Quarter
Symmetry Thermal Model
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Figure 3.6-9 - Thermal Model of MIT Fuel Element and FHE within Inner
Shell
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MIT Fuel Element Model, Side View of Full Element

MIT Fuel Element Model, End View of Full Element

Figure 3.6-10 - Side and End Views of MIT Fuel Element Thermal Model
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x

(Note: the positive x-axis is oriented towards the top of the package and the positive z-axis towards the
package closure end)

Figure 3.6-11 - 'Hidden Line' View of MURR FHE and Spacer Quarter
Symmetry Thermal Model
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Figure 3.6-12 - Thermal Model of MURR Fuel Element and FHE within
Inner Shell
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x

MURR Fuel Element Model, Side View of Quarter Symmetry Model

MURR Fuel Element Model, End View of Quarter Symmetry Model

Figure 3.6-13 - Side and End Views of MURR Fuel Element Thermal
Model
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